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Mijn Antagonist
Mijn Antagonist (MA) is the proprietary order processing system and customer panel
by Antagonist B.V., a major Dutch web hosting provider which hosts more than 100.000
websites. It handles every step of the ordering process, from ordering and billing to renewal, as well as a number of management tasks related to Antagonist-hosted domains,
like setting up DNS records and e-mail forwarders.
While I was a part of the Antagonist team, I integrated credit card and Bitcoin payment
gateways into MA and improved and automated testing by setting up a staging/CI environment. I rewrote the website order process, worked on OpenProvider integration
(open-sourced on GitHub as ‘openprovider.py’), and reduced load times for the search
feature from 40s to 40ms,
I also did front-end work in adding features like fully automated SSL provisioning and
gTLD domains, as well as assorted bugfixing and maintenance.
I signed a non-disclosure agreement with Antagonist B.V.

 Antagonist B.V. (antagonist.nl)
2 Python, Django
 Team of 1-2 devs
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Viskell
Viskell is an experimental visual programming environment for a typed (Haskell-like)
functional programming language. It combines some of the features of functional languages (first-class functions, lambda definitions, partial application, strict typing) with
ideas from interactive programming: dragging and reconnecting a block, or dragging a
slider, changes the program in real-time.
The system does its own Hindley-Milner type inference so that it can offer live feedback
on types and type errors. Compatible types glow blue, while type errors show up in red.
If no type errors are found, the program graph is compiled to Haskell and fed to GHC,
where it is then evaluated.
Our supervisor presented Viskell on the Dutch Functional Programming Day in January
2016, where we got to show the program off on a table-sized multi-touch screen.
As an extension of the Viskell project, my bachelor thesis focused on the whether it was
feasible to use Viskell with CλaSH, the synchronous hardware description language (clashlang.org). CλaSH is a subset of Haskell that compiles to VHDL or Verilog, and from there
on to field-programmable gate arrays (FPGA's). The paper is available from the conference
site:
http://referaat.cs.utwente.nl/conference/24/paper

 BSc design project
 viskell/viskell
2 Java 8, JavaFX, Glasgow Haskell Compiler
 Group of 5, with help from our supervisor
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Sqirrl
For the Web Application Programming BSc course, assignments were based on actual
needs from real companies. The project we chose was to build a contact management
system for Sqills B.V., a software solutions provider mostly active in the transport sector.
We named our entry Sqirrl.
For Sqirrl, we focused on making common interactions as fast as possible. If Sqills decided
to use it, this would be an application they used multiple times a day. In other words,
we attempted to make it so that the time spent in the app was as low as possible. Ideally zero: we integrated Sqirrl with Atlassian Confluence, so that up-to-date information
automatically appeared in the company wiki, without having to go to the app.
On the front end, Sqirrl is a JavaScript single-page application using Backbone.js and
Bootstrap. Besides the usual CRUD operations, it offers type-ahead full-text search, and
keyboard bindings. On the back end, it is a Java/JAX-RS application with a REST API for
creating, reading, updating and deleting a handful of Hibernate models.
Of the teams that built a competing app to the same specifications, ours was one of the
two groups that were selected as finalists.

 For Sqills B.V., as part of course Web Application Programming
2 Java and PostgreSQL (course requirements) plus Hibernate, Backbone.js, Jersey, Tomcat,
Maven, GitLab CI
 Group of 3
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Mijn Loep
Mijn Loep is a digital cultural portfolio for students of primary schools in the region of
Fryslân. It teaches primary school students the importance of reflection: thinking back on
cultural activities like museum visits and music lessons, understanding what they liked or
disliked, and why. In addition, it allows the students to express themselves by uploading
pictures, making a drawing (for the younger students), or writing a short report (older
students).
Responses are saved to each student's individual portfolio, which becomes a diary of the
child's development. The information is also gathered, anonymized and summarized
into actionable reports, which the provider (museum or music teacher) and the school
can use to make better decisions.
One of the most challenging aspects of building Mijn Loep is that it has to be usable by
the very youngest students: the interface for years 1 through 4 (top picture) for a large
part use voice-over instead of labeled buttons, as its users may not be able to read.
From a technical standpoint, Mijn Loep is a Django project that runs on DigitalOcean and
uses Postgres to store visits and responses, and AWS S3 to store images.

 Akte2
2 Python, Django, PostgreSQL with AWS S3, SES
 A team consisting of a project lead, a designer, and a developer (me!)
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MyTurnBox
MyTurnBox was our group's project for the ‘From product idea to online business’ BSc
minor elective. It's a small device intended to be used in primary school classrooms. Students with a question turn their MyTurnBox on its side, which will cause it to light up,
showing how many others are waiting. As other students’ questions are answered, the
lights go out one by one, indicating that it is almost your turn.
From a hardware perspective, the MyTurnBox prototype is an ESP8266 microcontroller
in WiFi mode, hooked up to an Arduino. Both are powered by a 9V battery. The device
senses whether or not it it is on its side using a cheap photoresistor. (A final version would
likely omit the Arduino and run the logic on the ESP8266 directly, to improve battery life
and reduce unit cost.)
On the software side, a node.js server speaks a simple wire protocol over UDP. It persists
information about connected boxes, names of the associated students, and their order in
the queue, in a Redis node. As well as the wire protocol, it publishes events over socket.io
for the benefit of the web UI (intended for an interactive whiteboard) and the Android
app (intended for the teacher's phone).

 For course ‘From product idea to online business’
2 Device:
Backend/web UI:
Android app:

Arduino C++, ESP8266 microcontroller
node.js, Redis, socket.io
Java, socket.io

 Group of 4 business majors and 1 CS major (me!)
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Attack of the Radioactive Octopus from a Planet near Mars
Attack of the Radioactive Octopus from a Planet Near Mars was our entry to the Ludum Dare
34 game jam, which had as its themes ‘Two buttons’ and ‘Growing’.
In Octopus, you control Gronthozor the Magnificent, a many-armed alien that has crashlanded on planet Earth. Pressing the arrow keys steers the tentacles – all of them, simultaneously. The more tentacles the radioactive octopus has, the more your attention is
divided, and the harder it is to avoid the military. The tanks may be slow, but there are
many of them, and they have been sent out to destroy you.
The game features a two-player mode, where both players control the same octopus: one
player has a button that rotates Gronthozor's mighty tentacles clockwise, the other has a
button that rotates the same mighty tentacles counterclockwise. Playing the game like
this is even more frustrating than the single-player mode. It also has a global high-score
leaderboard.
Octopus runs on Windows, Mac OS X, Linux, and Android. It is available to download from
the link below, or from the Google Play store as 'Attack of the Octopus’.

 Ludum Dare 34 (Jam)
 http://twnc.org/octopus/
2 C#, Unity, PHP (highscore server)
 Group of 3
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